
FULL CONTROL, MORE FLEXIBILITY

Have full control of your system with Epic Safety’s alarm communicators 
and Aryo cloud platform+ app. A complete, convenient, encrypted 

and easy-to-use solution that gives you the flexibility to remotely 
interact with your security system by simply pressing commands 

and/ or using a mobile keypad.

MODERNIZE YOUR SYSTEM, EASILY

surf series and aero-k communicators alongside Aryo, always 
communicate with your system using LTE, Ethernet or Wi-Fi, linking your 

system to our cloud platform reliably at all times. And that’s not all, it 
is compatible with most alarm systems, from older models to newer ones!

YOUR SYSTEM, NOW AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

EVERYTHING YOU ALREADY DO, BUT BETTER

Imagine having all the functionalities you have on your alarm keypad and more, 
but now on your phone. That’s what Aryo gives you! Features such as:

 Manage multiple alarm systems within the same app
 Assign multiple users with different levels of permissions

 Remote arm and disarm and system status
 Cancel false alarms and take immediate action on other events

 Sub-user and user code management



A TOTALLY 
CUSTOMIZABLE EXPERIENCE

With surf k/km, aero-k and Aryo app, you 
can view zone and partition status, label 

zones and have more information on your 
system. They also allow you to easily bypass 
specific zones and check the performance 

of your system from anywhere. surfaero-k surf-k/km

Ready to make your life easier? Get in touch with us!

PEACE OF MIND: ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

Aryo allows you to deal with these scenarios and more, 
sending notifications (Push, Email and/ or SMS) + Audible 
Notifications of all the events and allowing you to remotely 

make informed decisions about your system even before 
the monitoring center is contacted!

AUDIBLE NOTIFICATIONS
Enhance the user experience by providing audible 

notifications for emergencies, ensuring users are alerted 
immediately for complete peace of mind.

  You are out and want to know if someone entered 
or left your house

  You are out and want to check if a door or window 
is left open

  You are on vacation, and something happens at 
your property that requires entry

  You are not sure if you armed your system
  You want to know if your kids arrived from school


